Imaging inelastic scattering of CO with argon: polarization dependent differential cross sections
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Rotationally inelastic scattering of carbon monoxide (CO) with Argon at a collision energy of 700 cm⁻¹ has been investigated by measuring polarization dependent differential scattering cross sections (PDDCSs) for rotationally excited CO molecules using a crossed molecular beam apparatus coupled with velocity-map ion imaging. A simple and robust (1 + 1' + 1") VUV (Vacuum Ultra-Violet) REMPI (Resonance Enhanced Multi Photon Ionization) scheme is used and images are obtained by setting the VUV light polarization direction parallel or perpendicular to the scattering plane. Clear differences between the images for the two polarizations are observed, indicating strong collision induced alignment of the rotational angular momentum of scattered CO. A direct image analysis procedure as described in our previously published paper (A. G. Suits et al., J. Phys. Chem. A., 2015, 119, 5925), is employed to extract the fully quantum state resolved alignment-free differential cross sections (DCSs) and the state-to-state angle-dependent alignment moments for each final rotational state. The experimental results are compared with advanced theory, in particular with the predictions of CC QM (Close-Coupling Quantum Mechanical) and QCT (Quasi-Classical Trajectory) calculations. The agreement between experiment and theory is generally found to be quite good throughout the entire scattering angle range for all the final states probed, showing the reliability of the experiment and use of the direct extraction method, as well as the accuracy of the potential surface over the studied collision energy range. A classical kinematic apse (hard shell) model was found to be useful in interpreting the measured collision induced alignment moments.

1. Introduction

Rotationally inelastic scattering of small molecules with atoms is an active research field that continues to offer surprising new insights into fundamental aspects of atomic and molecular interactions. While numerous experimental investigations have reported state-to-state cross sections of vibrational and rotational energy transfer, investigations that experimentally measure collision induced angular momentum polarization (usually referred to as collision induced alignment or CIA) are less common. CIA should always arise in such scattering processes, but can be difficult to quantify experimentally. Information derived by detection of collision induced angular momentum polarization in a crossed beam scattering experiment provides a more complete test for quantum scattering calculations. The group of Meyer reported early investigations of CIA of NH₃ molecules in a counter-propagating beam scattering experiment utilizing resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI)-time of flight (TOF) spectra. Velocity map imaging allows a more convenient and direct detection of collision induced polarization in inelastic scattering because of its ability to probe the full polarization dependent differential cross section (PDDCSs) in one measurement. The groups of Chandler and Cline have used a (1 + 1') REMPI ionization scheme and velocity map imaging to study collision induced alignment of NO with argon and even determined the angle-dependent orientation of the product molecule rotation in the collision plane. Later, collision induced orientation and alignment effects in the rotational angular momentum of NO after colliding with rare gas atoms as a function of the scattering angle were reported by Brouard and coworkers, who used hexapole selection for the initial NO state preparation. So far, rotational alignment of the NO molecule due to inelastic scattering with an Ar atom has
been studied most extensively, whereas there have been fewer studies on collision induced polarization effects for other systems. This paper describes an experimental study of CIA for inelastic scattering of carbon monoxide, CO, with Ar at a mean collision energy of 700 cm\textsuperscript{-1}. A closed-shell molecule such as CO is attractive for probing alignment effects compared to the open-shell NO molecule, which shows alignment depolarization due to slow angular momentum coupling with electron spin. However, detection of CO using velocity map imaging is much more challenging than detection of NO because the excited electronic states of CO that can be used as resonance step in the ionization lie deep in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV). Here, we employ a simple three-color VUV REMPI detection scheme where all three colors come from the difference frequency mixing process used for VUV generation, and the VUV radiation is not separated from the two incident laser beams needed for its generation. Ref. 22 characterized this VUV detection method as a \((1 + 1' + 1')\) REMPI process\textsuperscript{22} which can be combined with velocity map imaging to measure polarization dependent differential cross sections (PDDCSs). Another recent study\textsuperscript{23} from our group reported CO + He scattering PDDCSs using this VUV detection scheme, together with regular DCSs measured using polarization insensitive \(2 + 1\) REMPI of CO via its E\textsuperscript{1}II state. A simple analysis scheme for extracting collision induced alignment moments directly from the polarization sensitive images measured with velocity map imaging was established by Suits \textit{et al.} as described in ref. 24. By contrast, the Brouard group uses (with success) a basis set expansion approach that reproduces the experimental images in order to obtain the alignment parameters.\textsuperscript{19,21}

In an earlier paper we tested the direct extraction analysis method for CO collisions with Ar producing CO \((j'' = 9)\) and found very good agreement of the predictions from advanced \textit{ab initio} theory with the experimental PDDCSs.\textsuperscript{24} In these experiments, a 3-dimensional Newton sphere of scattered CO molecules is formed and crushed onto a 2-dimensional imaging detector to form a 2-dimensional Newton disk. Pairs of the CO + Ar scattering images collected with vertical and horizontal polarization of the detection laser provides information on both the polarization independent DCSs and two alignment moments\textsuperscript{25} \(A_2^{(1)}\) and \(A_2^{(2)}\) that characterize the rotational angular momentum distributions. (In contrast to the previous study of CO + He scattering,\textsuperscript{23} the experimental geometry used for CO + Ar scattering\textsuperscript{24} is insensitive to the \(A_2^{(1)}\) moment.) We show in the present paper that the direct analysis yields DCSs, \(A_2^{(3)}\) and \(A_2^{(4)}\) parameters that agree well with predictions by different high-level theoretical calculations for the full range of accessible CO \(j\) final states from CO + Ar scattering.

2 Methods

2.1 Experiment

The crossed-beam experiment combines velocity map imaging (VMI)\textsuperscript{11} and a state selective VUV REMPI scheme\textsuperscript{22} to allow polarization sensitive detection. The apparatus has been described in detail elsewhere,\textsuperscript{24} so only a brief description is given here. Fig. 1 presents an overall view of the experimental setup which consists of a rotatable crossed molecular-beam machine coupled with VMI ion optics and the laser systems for
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**Fig. 1** Schematic of crossed-beam VMI experimental setup for \((1 + 1' + 1')\) VUV REMPI detection of aligned CO scattered from Ar. Two perpendicular skimmed supersonic molecular beams were used, one of neat pure argon produced from a NPV and the other of 5% CO/Ar produced from a JPV. The collision angle between the two molecular beams can be changed by rotating one beam about the scattering center in the collision plane. The scattered product is ionized by a VUV REMPI scheme where the VUV radiation wavelength is resonant with a CO X → A transition. VUV is generated from four-wave difference frequency mixing in a Xe cell using 249 and 650 nm radiation from two tunable dye laser systems. The VUV polarization is set in or perpendicular to the collision plane by rotating the 650 nm laser polarization. The nascent CO\textsuperscript{+} image is projected by VMI ion optics and mass selected by time-of-flight onto a 2D imaging detector and finally recorded by a CCD camera.
VUV generation. Two skimmed supersonic beams were crossed at a collision angle of 90° at the center of the VMI ion optics in the scattering chamber; one was a neat pure argon beam produced using a Nijmegen pulsed valve (NPV) and the other beam, generated from a Jordan pulsed valve (JPV), contained 5% CO seeded in argon. Backing pressure for the supersonic expansion was 1 bar for both colliding beams, and the pulse duration of Nijmegen pulsed valve beam is about 50 µs while the pulse duration of the Jordan valve beam is about 60 µs. A differentially pumped source chamber houses the primary beam (CO) and the molecular beam passed through a skimmer of aperture diameter 2.5 mm positioned 7 cm away from the nozzle. The secondary source (neat Ar) was mounted in the differentially pumped rotatable chamber and positioned 3 cm from the secondary skimmer of aperture diameter 2.5 mm. All three chambers were pumped with separate turbo pumps. Both molecular beams and the VUV laser beam were coplanar. The collision energy, 700 ± 50 cm⁻¹, was determined from the velocity mapped beam spot positions and the spread of two beams (the collision beam velocity determination a tiny amount of CO was seeded in the pure Ar beam.) This value for the collision energy was confirmed by the variation in radius of the scattering image as a function of the rotationally excited CO internal energy after scattering.

VUV radiation is produced by four wave difference frequency mixing (FWDM) of two dye laser beams in pure xenon gas, as described in detail in ref. 24. One UV dye laser (ω₁) was fixed at 249.618 nm (vac.) for the two-photon resonance transition 5p61S0–5p56p249.618 nm (vac.) for the two-photon resonance transition of Xe and combined with tunable visible radiation around 650 nm (ω₂) from the other dye laser to generate tunable VUV (ωVUV) radiation around 155 nm, where ωVUV = 2ω₁ − ω₂. The two incident beams were combined on a 248 nm dichroic mirror and subsequently focused at the same point inside the Xe cell by a combined configuration of plano-convex lenses. A pressure of 30 mbar Xe in the cell was found to result in the optimum VUV production efficiency. Collision induced alignment of scattered products was probed using different polarizations of the VUV light, which was controlled by rotating the polarization of the visible laser beam. The purity and direction of polarization of the VUV light at the detection zone was confirmed from photodissociation images of OCS, 28

The VUV light is tuned into resonance with rotational lines of the CO A1Π ← X1Σ+(J', v = 0) transition. Our previous study 22 showed that the next photon step is near-resonance excitation from the A1Π state by the UV light (ω₁) to the E3Π(v = 6) state, followed by ionization by the visible laser (ω₂) beam. Accidental resonance in the second step (ω₁ excitation) leads to enhancement of transitions involving the J' = 11 state, which is not probed in this study. The initial state distribution of the CO beam before scattering was optimized from the VUV (1 + 1' + 1') REMPI spectrum of the parent molecular beam signal using the PGOPHER 29 simulation program. Less than 5% out-scattering from the initial state was observed when the Ar beam was present. Fig. 2 shows a portion of the VUV (1 + 1' + 1') REMPI spectrum taken for CO after scattering with Ar. We chose the strong Q-branch transitions that are free of overlap with P-branches. Q(13) was not probed, for example, because of overlap with P(8). In the case of Q(7), the laser was set at the blue shoulder of the transition to avoid overlap with P(7). Separate scattering images for selected Q(J') transitions were obtained independently with horizontal (H) and vertical (V) polarization of the VUV radiation, which corresponds to VUV polarization directed in and perpendicular to the molecular beam plane, respectively.

2.2 Data analysis

Vector correlations provide valuable insight into the molecule-atom scattering process. The relationship between the initial relative velocity vector k and final relative velocity vector k' of the colliding system gives information about conventional DCs, whereas the triple-vector correlation between k, k' and j (scattered product rotational angular momentum) reveals the degree of rotational polarization due to collision; these vector correlations are generally described in terms of renormalized PDCSs. Brouard et al. 30 have summarized the relationships between the different expressions for polarization moments and alignment parameters used in various literature. The PDCSs results in this paper are presented in the Hertel–Stoll renormalized convention as A(0)(θ), A(0)(θ) represents the k-k' correlation, i.e., the conventional DCS, or so-called alignment-free DCS in the current case, while A(0)(θ) and A(0)(θ) describe
the $\mathbf{k} - \mathbf{k}' - j'$ triple correlation, which is basically the rotational angular momentum polarization. $A_{j'}^{\mathbf{k}}(\theta)$ describes the alignment distribution of $j'$ with respect to $\mathbf{k}$, with limiting values of +2, corresponding to $j'\parallel \mathbf{k}$ and $-1$ corresponding to $j'\perp \mathbf{k}$. $A_{j'}^{\mathbf{k}}(\theta)$ reflects the alignment preference of $j'$ along the $x$ axis or $y$ axis of the scattering frame, which are both perpendicular to $\mathbf{k}$; $x$ lies in the plane containing $\mathbf{k}$ and $\mathbf{k}'$ and $y$ is perpendicular to that plane. $A_{j'}^{\mathbf{k}}(\theta)$ has limiting values of $+1$ corresponding to $j'$ aligned along the $x$ axis and $-1$ corresponding to $j'$ aligned along the $y$ axis.

The experimentally acquired polarization-sensitive images were analyzed as described in detail in a previous publication\textsuperscript{24} and only a brief overview will be presented here. Relying on the fact that the angular distribution for out-of-plane scattering is encoded in the distribution along the relative velocity vector in the crushed image, two types of angular distribution components (in-plane component; out-of-plane component) were extracted from $H$ and $V$ polarization images by integrating over an annulus covering the 2-D Newton ring and over a narrow stripe through the middle of the image along the relative velocity vector. In total, four sets of angular distribution components were obtained for each final rotationally excited state $j'$: HIP (horizontal, in-plane), HOOP (horizontal, out-of-plane), VIP (vertical, in-plane) and VOOP (vertical, out-of-plane).\textsuperscript{24} On the basis of the fact that the overall detection probability function $P$ depends on angular momentum alignment $A_{j'}^{\mathbf{k}}$ and probe sensitivity $F_{j'}^{\mathbf{k}}$ determined by the actual experimental geometry of probe laser polarization, algebraic combination of the four sets of components yield the state-to-state alignment-free DCSs and alignment moments $A_{j'}^{(2)}$ and $A_{j'}^{(2)}$.

### 2.3 Image simulation

Full simulations of the experimental polarization-sensitive images are performed using a new-version of the “Imsim” program, which was recently modified to incorporate the effect of rotational angular momentum polarization.

The image intensity, $I$, arising from molecules scattered with the polar angle $\theta$ and detected using our VUV $(1 + 1' + 1')$ REMPI scheme can be written as a product of the state-to-state DCS and a polarization-dependent detection probability:

$$ I(\theta) = \frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega}(\theta)P(\theta; \beta, \gamma) $$

where $h^{(2)}$ is the second-rank polarization sensitivity factor for one-photon probing, $A_{j'}^{(2)}(\theta)$ are the scattering angle-dependent alignment moments, $F_{j'}^{\mathbf{k}}$ are the geometric factors that describe the dependence of the intensity on the linear probe laser polarization characterized by the angles $(\beta, \gamma)$; $\beta$ and $\gamma$ are the polar and azimuthal angles of the probe laser propagation direction in the collision frame, and $\gamma$ specifies the laser polarization ($V$ or $H$). Note that angular variables are represented by different symbols in this paper compared to those used in ref. 24 in order to avoid confusion later in the text with symbols used in the quantum and classical trajectory theory sections.

The computation performed by the Imsim simulation program is described by eqn (3) of Lorenz et al.\textsuperscript{4} The program estimates the intensity in a single pixel with a numerical integration over the collision volume, the time before the probe laser fires, the pixel area, and the molecular beam speed distributions. The integrand is the product of a Jacobian factor describing the surface area of the Newton sphere projected onto a single pixel, the ionization probability, the differential cross section, and the molecular beam intensities. Earlier versions of the program included no variation of the ionization probability with product angular momentum alignment for one-photon probe excitation. For the present work the ionization probability function was modified to incorporate eqn (2) above in the form presented by Brouard et al.\textsuperscript{24} and the geometric description of the experiment was refined to permit an unambiguous determination of the Euler angles $\beta$, $\gamma$, and $\gamma$.

In the new “Imsim” program, the “apparatus function” was first simulated with an assumed isotropic DCS based upon all the experimental parameters, such as geometry and spatial conditions of incident molecular beams and laser beam, temporal and velocity distribution of molecular beams, delay between the collision overlaps and laser firing, the kinematic conditions of collisions, and so on. Then theoretically (CC QM) predicted state-to-state alignment-free DCSs and alignment moments were input into “Imsim” to evaluate the overall pixel intensity function for simulation, and the experimental polarization-sensitive images were finally simulated based on the overall pixel intensity function.

In order to check the quality and the reliability of polarization-dependent image simulation with the new “Imsim” program, the same direct extraction method that was used to analyze the experimental images was applied to the purely-simulated polarization-dependent images and the results were compared with the theoretical DCSs and alignment moments used in the input file for simulation. In Fig. 3, the left panel shows the direct extraction analysis on purely-simulated CO Q(9) images for $H$ and $V$ probe polarizations from the Imsim and the red annulus and rectangle indicate the selected integration regions for in-plane and out-of-plane components extraction, respectively. The same settings for integrating regions as used in analysis of experimental images were applied to the simulated images and the extracted HIP, HOOP, VIP, VOOP distribution components are shown on the right. The alignment-free DCS and alignment moments were then obtained by algebraic combination of these components in the same way as in the analysis of the experimental images and are shown in Fig. 4 in comparison with the theoretical data used as input for the simulation. The extraction analysis on purely-simulated images reproduces the input theoretical curves well, especially in shape, even though some detailed features are not regenerated clearly (such as the second and third rainbows in the DCS, and fine structures in the alignment moments). These tests above have demonstrated the reliability of the new “Imsim” program...
and the good quality of the polarization-dependent image simulations obtained from it.

2.4 Theoretical method

Close-coupling quantum mechanical calculations. We used the close-coupling method\textsuperscript{32} to compute the differential state-to-state cross sections for CO–Ar collisions as well as the alignment moments of CO due to collision. The CO–Ar potential used in these calculations was obtained from \textit{ab initio} electronic structure calculations with the coupled cluster method by Pedersen \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{32} We refer to this reference for details of the calculations and the analytic form of the potential. They calculated a three-dimensional (3D) CO–Ar potential which depends on the two intermolecular Jacobi coordinates, as well as on the CO bond length \( r \). We used the 2D potential also given in ref. 32 that was obtained by averaging the 3D potential over the ground vibrational \( (v = 0) \) state of CO. The close-coupling equations were solved with the renormalized Numerov propagator, with the distance \( R \) between the Ar atom and the center of mass of CO ranging from 4 to 40 \( a_0 \) in 900 steps of equal size. All rotational states of CO up to \( j = 25 \) were included in the channel basis and all partial wave contributions up to a total angular momentum of \( J = 200 \) were taken into account. The experimental collision energy was estimated to be 700 cm\(^{-1}\), but there is a certain spread in this energy. Hence, the calculations were performed for three different collision energies, 650, 700, and 750 cm\(^{-1}\) and the cross sections were averaged with weights of 25, 50, and 25\%, respectively. The state-to-state cross sections and CO alignment moments (discussed below) were computed for initial CO states with \( j = 0 \) and \( j = 1 \) and for all final \( j' \) states open at the given collision energies. Our measurements showed that the incoming CO beam contained 80\% of \( j = 0 \) and 20\% of \( j = 1 \), so we averaged the calculated results over the initial \( j = 0 \) and \( j = 1 \) states of CO with these percentages.

The alignment moments \( A^{(2)}_0 (\theta) \) and \( A^{(2)}_2 (\theta) \) are the irreducible components of the scattering density matrix.\textsuperscript{30} The moment \( A^{(2)}_0 (\theta) \) contains the diagonal elements of this density matrix which represent the populations in the different magnetic quantum levels. The off-diagonal elements appearing in the \( A^{(2)}_2 (\theta) \) moment reveal information about the coherences existing between different eigenstates, which are essential for describing the azimuthal polarization.\textsuperscript{25} The scattering angle dependent density matrix is expressed in the scattering amplitudes related to the S-matrix. The QM CC calculations use a basis in which the angular momentum \( j \) of the CO monomer is coupled with the angular momentum \( L \) of the partial waves describing the relative motion of CO and Ar to a total angular momentum \( J \). This total angular momentum is a conserved quantum number, so that the calculations can be performed separately for each \( J \). The expressions for the DCSs and PDDCSs

Fig. 3 Direct extraction analysis on purely-simulated CO Q(9) images with Imsim program for H and V probe polarizations and the HIP, HOOP, VIP, VOOP distribution components extracted from them. The red annulus and rectangle indicate the selected integration regions for in-plane and out-of-plane components extraction, respectively.

Fig. 4 Alignment-free DCS and alignment moments obtained from the analysis of purely-simulated polarization-dependent images (left) and from theory that used as input for simulation.
contain scattering amplitudes in terms of an uncoupled basis and, hence, the S-matrix in terms of the coupled basis had to be transformed to this uncoupled basis before we could obtain the required scattering amplitudes. This uncoupling transformation is needed to resolve the different magnetic \( m_j \) sublevels of the \( j \) states, as well as the scattering angle dependence of the DCSs and alignment moments.

**Quasi-classical trajectory calculations.** We have here chosen for a full 3D approach because in classical calculations the CO molecule can acquire sufficient additional energy to have its bond length varying in the range from 2 to 2.25 \( a_0 \), already at the collision energy of 700 \( \text{cm}^{-1} \). Contrary to the quantum calculations the extra degree of freedom, \( r_{\text{CO}} \), causes only 50% extra computer time (calculating the forces is the time determining step). We solved the zero-point-energy leakage problem by using filtering according to the rules advocated by Varandas and others.

We recalculated the CO–Ar intermolecular potential surface for the quasi-classical trajectory calculations, since we found that the potential energy data from ref. 32, calculated primarily for the analysis of the spectroscopy of the CO–Ar van der Waals complex, did not extend to sufficiently short CO–Ar distances. A Jacobi grid consisting of 31R values in the range from 2.6 to 15.0 \( a_0 \) and 15 Jacobi angles \( \theta \), chosen for optimal quadrature, was applied in coupled cluster singles and doubles with perturbative triples [CCSD(T)] calculations with an augmented quadruple zeta (AVQZ) basis. Midbond functions were not included in the basis since they are considered less relevant for the description of the repulsive part of the potential in collision processes. All calculations were performed with the Molpro 2012 program. Three bond lengths of CO were included: \( r_e \), 0.9\( r_e \), and 1.1\( r_e \), where \( r_e = 1.128 \text{ Å} \) is the equilibrium bond length. Interaction energies were derived with the standard counterpoise correction. At each of the \( R \) and \( r \) values the angular dependence was represented by an expansion in normalized Legendre polynomials \( P_l(\cos \Theta) \):

\[
V(R, r, \Theta) = \sum_L C_L(R, r) \cdot P_L(\cos \Theta)
\]

The expansion coefficients \( C_L(R, r) \) were obtained from

\[
C_L(R, r) = \int P_L(\cos \Theta) V(R, r, \Theta) d\cos \Theta = \sum_j w_j \cdot P_L(\cos \Theta_j) \cdot V(R, r, \Theta_j)
\]  

i.e. the integral over \( \cos \Theta \) is replaced by a weighted sum over \( \cos \Theta \) values. The weights and cosine values are dictated by Gauss–Legendre quadrature.

It turned out that \( L \) values higher than 10 were not needed to obtain good accuracy for energies up to 1.5 times the collision energy \( E_{\text{coll}} \). In the attractive part of the potential the standard deviation of the fit was smaller than 0.005 \( \text{cm}^{-1} \) and in the most repulsive part the standard deviation was still smaller than 0.1 \( \text{cm}^{-1} \). The dependence of the expansion coefficients on \( R \) was fitted with cubic splines under the condition of appropriate asymptotic behavior (exponential increase at short \( R \), proper power of \( R^{-1} \) at long range). It was found that at each \( R \) value the coefficients \( C_L(R, r) \) vary linearly with \( r \) for the \( r \) values considered. A comparison was made between the potential of the new fit and the one from ref. 32 and it was found that the root mean square difference between the two potentials, determined for 319 geometries with \( R \) values between 3 and 8 \( \text{Å} \) was less than 1%.

In all trajectory calculations the Venus code version 2005 was used. The program was interfaced with a routine that enables the use of our representation of the interaction energies. The representation of the potential as a Legendre expansion is optimal for quantum methods using a grid of Jacobi coordinates. The Venus program requires the potential as function of (redundant) Cartesian coordinates. The analytic form of the Jacobian matrix needed to also transform the potential derivatives with respect to Jacobi coordinates to derivatives with respect to Cartesian coordinates is more complicated. We therefore chose to apply numerical differentiation where for each Cartesian coordinate a left and right stepsize of \( 10^{-4} \) \( a_0 \) was used. The CO–Ar intermolecular potential was supplemented with a CO monomer potential, which depends on the bond length \( r \) and was represented by a Morse potential. The Morse parameters \( D_e \) and \( r_e \) were taken from experiment with \( D_e = 11.24 \text{ eV} \) and \( r_e = 1.128 \text{ Å} \); the parameter in the exponent was adapted to optimally reproduce the set of rovibrational levels in the range spanned by the collision energy. Propagation in time of the Newtonian equations of motion was performed with the Velocity Verlet algorithm with a stepsize of \( 2 \times 10^{-17} \text{ s} \). Initially the collision partners were set apart with a center of mass distance of 8 \( \text{Å} \). A trajectory was considered finished when the center of mass distance had again reached a value of 8 \( \text{Å} \). Calculations were performed at a mean collision energy of 700 \( \text{cm}^{-1} \). For convenience in the later calculation of differential cross sections and alignment parameters the impact parameters were controlled manually rather than by a random number generator. The maximum impact parameter values \( b_{\text{max}} \) were found by trial and error and set to 6 \( \text{Å} \) corresponding to a total angular momentum value for the collision complex of 157. The impact parameter range was stepped from 0 to \( b_{\text{max}} \) with 0.1 \( \text{Å} \) steps. At each impact parameter 40,000 trajectories, varying in vibrational coordinate and orientation of CO, were generated with the initial values of the rovibrational quantum numbers of CO set to \( v = 0, j = 0 \) and \( v = 0, j = 1 \). From the Cartesian coordinates and momenta of the atoms at the end of each trajectory the scattering angle and angular momentum vector(s) were determined. Results were binned in the scattering angle (in 40 equally spaced cosine intervals) and \( j' \) value (derived from \( E_{\text{rot}} = j' (j' + 1)/2 \mu \)). This binning provided both the \( j' \) dependent partial and differential cross sections. In order to find the scattering angle dependent alignment moments, the angular momentum vectors were transformed to the \( \mathbf{k} - \mathbf{k}' \) (collision) coordinate system with its z-axis along \( \mathbf{k} \) and x-axis in the \( \mathbf{k} - \mathbf{k}' \) plane. The alignment moments \( A^{(0)}(\theta) \) and \( A^{(2)}(\theta) \) were calculated based on the formulas described in Table 1 of ref. 12. In each cosine
interval of the scattering angle, the alignment moments were determined by the averages:

\[
A_0^2 = (3 \cos^2 \theta - 1),
\]

\[
A_1^2 = \sqrt{3}(\cos \theta \sin \theta \cos \phi),
\]

\[
A_2^2 = \langle \sin^2 \theta \cos(2\phi) \rangle.
\]

Here \( \theta \) is the angle that the angular momentum vector \( j' \) makes with the \( z \) axis, and \( \phi \) is the angle between the projection of the angular momentum vector in the collision \( xy \) plane and the (collision) \( x \) axis. The calculated state-to-state cross sections and alignment moments results were averaged over the initial \( j = 0 \) and \( j = 1 \) states of CO as described for the close-coupling quantum mechanical calculations.

Since in quasi-classical trajectory methods there is no conservation of vibrational zero-point energy we applied a filter on the outcome of the calculations: only trajectories having a vibrational energy change less than 5% were selected for further analysis. It turned out that lowering this criterion changed the outcome of the calculations; only trajectories having a vibrational energy change less than 5% were selected for further analysis. It turned out that lowering this criterion changed the outcome of the analysis only beyond statistical noise (with this setting 99% of the trajectories passed the selection process).

Kinematic Apse model calculation for alignment moments prediction. Calculations of the scattering angle dependent alignment moments have also been carried out based on the kinematic apse (KA) model as described by Khare et al.\textsuperscript{19} This model considers a simple picture of a classical impulsive collision between an atom and a rigid rotor as that on a hard shell potential. Here the “kinematic apse” vector, defined by \( (\mathbf{k}'-\mathbf{k})/|\mathbf{k}'-\mathbf{k}| \) where \( \mathbf{k} \) and \( \mathbf{k}' \) are the initial and final relative velocities, represents the direction of linear momentum transfer. In such a sudden collision, where the molecular axis remains unchanged during interaction, the rotational angular momentum transferred to the diatomic molecule must be perpendicular to the “kinematic apse”, \textit{i.e.} the projection of the initial and final rotational angular moments \( j \) and \( j' \) onto the KA are equal; this conservation forms the basis of the KA model. The alignment moments arising from the calculations based on the KA model do not depend on the shape of the hard shell potential, but entirely on the kinematics of the collision. Calculations for the experimentally given mean collision energy were averaged over the experimental collision energy distribution in the same manner as for the CC QM calculations.

3 Results and discussion

Raw CO\textsuperscript{+} images obtained \textit{via} the Q branch using vertical and horizontal probe laser polarization are presented on the left of Fig. 5 for the final states of CO with \( j' = 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14 \). A Newton diagram describing the corresponding experimental geometry is overlaid on the V-polarization image for the product final state \( j' = 5 \) on the left-top corner. Red arrows in the Newton diagram indicate the velocity vectors of the colliders \( \mathbf{v}_{\text{CO}} \) and \( \mathbf{v}_{\text{Ar}} \), the center of mass velocity \( \mathbf{v}_{\text{CM}} \), and the initial relative velocity vector \( \mathbf{k} \). The VUV probe laser beam propagation direction \( \mathbf{k}_0 \) is also shown. Under the condition that \( \mathbf{v}_{\text{CO}} \) and \( \mathbf{v}_{\text{Ar}} \) cross each other at a collision angle of \( 90^\circ \), the average angle between \( \mathbf{k}_0 \) and \( \mathbf{k} \) is 87°. By consequence the experimental detection sensitivity to the \( A_0^2(\theta) \) is low, so this moment was excluded from the image analysis and not presented or further discussed here. The simulated polarization dependent images using CC QM predictions as input for each final state are shown in the middle column of Fig. 5. The simulated images reproduce the experimental images very well, giving confidence in the ability of the theoretical models to capture the observed stereodynamic features and the validity of the experimental description and kinematic treatment used in the simulations.

A tilted small stripe-shaped area of intensity can be seen on the left part of the experimental images, outside of the scattering rings in the forward direction, coinciding with the lab-frame velocity of the un-scattered CO molecular beam, thus called the ‘beamspot’. For the majority of \( j' \) states, the beamspot and the scattered ion signal are well separated in the experimental images; the space between beamspot and scattered ring becomes larger for increasingly higher \( j' \) states. On the whole, several features of the scattering kinematics and dynamics are immediately apparent from the inspection of the experimental images. The radii of the scattering rings decrease as \( j' \) increases since the fraction of collision energy required for rotational excitation increases so the fraction partitioned into center-of-mass translational energy decreases. Also noticeable in the experimental images is that the upper (slow) side of the scattering ring in each image looks sharper than the lower (fast) side; this subtle difference arises from kinematic blurring caused by the incident molecular beam velocity spread, which affects the two sideway parts of the scattering ring differently.

Finally, a general trend from forward scattering towards sideways and even backward scattering is seen as \( j' \) increases, which is commonly observed in inelastic scattering studies. Careful inspection of the V and H experimental images reveals clear differences in the forward scattered region and the V experimental images show more sideways and back scattered signal. These are clearly observable effects of collision induced rotational alignment effects in CO + Ar inelastic scattering.

Angular distributions are shown in the right column of Fig. 5 with blue and red lines in the graph showing in-plane and out-of-plane components, respectively, as extracted from the flux-corrected H polarization experimental images. Black and green lines show the in-plane and out-of-plane angular distribution components obtained from the V polarization experimental images respectively. As explained in detail in ref. 24, the HIP and HOOP distribution components should be identical due to the equivalence of one specific collision-frame geometry and one specific lab-frame geometry rotated by 90°; and indeed, the blue and red curves overlap each other well. The reliability of the extracted data is affected by numerous factors, including overlap of other transitions with the selected Q\((j')\) REMPI transition. For instance, the Q(10) transition is partially overlapped by the Q\(21(12)\) branch of the perturbative \( ^3\Sigma^- \) state as shown in Fig. 2. In this analysis we have also assumed that the probe laser propagation direction is perpendicular to the initial relative velocity vector; deviation from this,
due especially to the rather large beam angular spreads used in the apparatus, will impact the observed alignment effects. The high probability of elastic scattering, especially in the forward scattered region, and other secondary collision effects can also affect the determination of collision induced alignment due to the inelastic scattering. As shown in Fig. 5, the black and green curves become higher as compared to the blue and red curves at larger scattering angles for higher $j^0$ states; in addition, a more striking difference between black and green curves in the graph is observed and as $j^0$ increases this difference increases. These facts imply a larger degree of rotational angular momentum alignment due to collision for the higher final $j^0$ states, which is also rationalized in the kinematic apse picture from Brouard’s group.\textsuperscript{10} Brouard \textit{et al.} have shown that rotational alignment in rotationally inelastic scattering of NO with Ar (and in general) originates primarily from the hard shell nature of the interaction potential. Collisions producing higher $j^0$ states occur at smaller impact parameter and are increasingly sensitive to shorter intermolecular distances and thus the hard shell. For the CO + Ar system, collisional depolarization due to elastic or possibly multiple scattering effects appears to mainly affect the forward scattering regions. By contrast, the backward scattering region shows the maximum possible amount of collision induced alignment, which is visually evident in Fig. 5.

The resulting polarization-free differential cross sections (conventional DCSs) and polarization-dependent differential
resolved in the experiment owing to its limited angular resolution. The discrepancy or the mismatch of DCSs between theory and experiment in forward scattering especially for higher final states can result from many factors. One of the key factors is the presence of elastic scattering of which the DCS is strongly distributed in forward scattering regime with the collision cross section being very high relative to the inelastic scattering. The presence of higher states in the parent beam can also lead to a higher apparent cross section, as shown in ref. 23.

Turning to the rank 2 renormalized PDDCSs, i.e., the alignment moments, Fig. 7 shows the experimental $A(2j)(\theta)$ and $A(2j)(\theta)$ moments together with theoretical predictions using CC QM calculations, QCT calculations and the kinematic apse (KA) model. For the $A(2j)(\theta)$ moments in the left panel, we first notice the generally quite good agreement between the measurements and the CC QM, and QCT results over all the final states. Overall, the $A(2j)(\theta)$ moments range from positive values in the forward direction to extreme negative values in the backward direction, indicating that a ‘propeller’-like rotation motion is mostly dominating the forward direction while a ‘Frisbee’-like motion dominates in the backward scattering region. This trend is similar to the observations from the work of Brouard et al. on NO + Ar collisions. However, careful comparison between the experiment, CC QM calculations and QCT calculations reveals that the experimental $A(2j)(\theta)$ moments have some deviations in the forward scattering region ($\theta < 20^\circ$); this could be attributed to the presence of elastic scattering as the collision induced alignment effect due to elastic scattering and inelastic scattering are opposite in nature. On closer inspection, QCT-predicted $A(2j)(\theta)$ moments follow surprisingly closely the CC-QM calculations, though the very rapid oscillations of CC-QM moments

---

**Fig. 6** Comparison of the experimental (black solid line), CC QM calculated (red solid line) and QCT calculated (blue dashed line) polarization–free differential cross sections (i.e., conventional DCSs) for the scattered CO final rotational states $j=5$, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12 and 14 at a mean collision energy of 700 cm$^{-1}$. The experimental alignment–free DCSs were obtained from analysis of HIP, HOOP, VIP, and VOOP curves extracted from the experimental images with H and V polarization. In order to visualize a good comparison between experiment and theory, the experimental results are normalized to the QM predicted data by making the area integration of $|DCS(\theta)|d\theta d\ell$ from the experimental DCS equal to that from the QM predicted DCS. Inserts on the top row show expanded views of the near-forward scattering range to show the oscillations in CC QM predicted DCSs for $j=5$, 7, 8, 9 states.
at small scattering angles due to quantum interferences are not predicted by QCT calculations.

Relatively broad structures in the forward and sideways region ($\theta < 90^\circ$) can be seen in both CC-QM predicted and QCT-predicted moments as a function of scattering angle for all final $j'$ states. The location of the structures moves to larger scattering angles as $j'$ increases, indicating that QCT calculations not only do a good job in predicting DCSs but also alignment moments. In contrast to CC QM and QCT results, the $A_0^{(2)}(\theta)$ moments predicted by the KA model display very smooth shapes over all scattering angles. In addition, despite good agreement in the backward scattering region which is dominated by the repulsive part of the interaction potential, the KA model predictions deviate significantly from the experimental results, as well as from the results of the CC QM and QCT calculations in the forward scattering region, where the attractive character also plays a role. These observations imply that the alignment moments in the inelastic scattering of CO + Ar at a collision energy of 700 cm$^{-1}$ are not well described by KA model.

Finally we can see that all the $A_0^{(2)}(\theta)$ moments, both experiment and theory predictions, shift downwards across the entire range of scattering angles as $j'$ increases. This is reasonable because the scattering becomes more and more impulsive when the degree of rotational excitation increases, and the classical hard-shell nature of the interaction increasingly dominates the dynamics responsible for collision induced alignment.

The experimental $A_0^{(2)}(\theta)$ moments in comparison with different theoretical predictions are shown in the right panel of Fig. 7. As is typical, the $A_0^{(2)}(\theta)$ moments are not as reliable as the $A_0^{(1)}(\theta)$ moments because in the case of the direct extraction method not all the angular distribution components are used to extract the rank 2 component $2^+$ polarization moments.$^{23,24}$ Though the experimental $A_0^{(2)}(\theta)$ moment results are noisy, they capture the essence of the CC QM and QCT predictions, including the overall magnitude, the overall shape and some interesting structures in the most forward scattering region, for all the product states except $j' = 5$. The significant discrepancy of $A_0^{(2)}(\theta)$ moments between experiment and theory particularly in the forward hemisphere for the $j' = 5$ state is mainly caused by the overlap of the molecular beamspot with the scattering Newton sphere on the image, which introduces a strong depolarization effect by elastic scattering to the forward scattering parts, as also shown in the graph for $A_0^{(1)}(\theta)$ moments of the same final state in Fig. 7. Another perceptible disagreement between experimental results and theoretical predictions occurs at $\theta \approx 60^\circ$ in the $A_0^{(2)}(\theta)$ graph for $j' = 10$, where a dip (minimum) is observed experimentally while the CC QM calculation predicts a bump and the QCT and KA predictions are smooth. The origin of the differences between various calculations are not clear yet; however the behavior of the measurements could originate from the detection bias caused by the partial overlap between the probed Q(10) line and the nearby perturbative state as shown in Fig. 2. Again, good agreement regarding the relative strength, shape and structures can generally be seen when the QCT-predicted $A_0^{(2)}(\theta)$ moments are compared to experimental and CC QM results, offering support for the reliability of QCT calculations for CO scattering studies. It is perhaps not surprising that within the measurable range, i.e., the classically allowed region, the experimentally observed behavior is again not predicted well by the KA model, reflecting the fact that the intermolecular interaction between CO and Ar for the collision cannot be characterized as purely repulsive.

Considering the amplitude of $A_0^{(1)}(\theta)$ and $A_0^{(2)}(\theta)$ moments, both the two theoretical predicted alignment moments possess
larger absolute values of their extrema in amplitude than the predictions in previous theoretical studies on rotational alignment in NO–rare gas inelastic scattering. And, similar to the collision induced alignment study of CO + He, both the two experimental alignment moments in this work tend to reach their extrema values which are predicted by theory, whereas in the previous studies on scattering of NO with rare gases, the corresponding extrema values were not reached experimentally. For instance, the \( A_2^{(2)}(\theta) \) moment in the NO + Ar rotational alignment study typically reaches only around −0.5 instead of the theoretically predicted minimum value of −1 at the backward scattered angles. In other words, collision experiments reveal less alignment for scattered NO products than for CO products. The difference in degree of alignment between NO and CO can arise for several reasons. Unlike the CO molecule, NO possesses a nuclear spin \( I = 1 \), which can couple to the electronic angular momentum via stray magnetic fields, leading generally to a depolarization of the rotational alignment of the nascent NO on the time scale of scattering experiment. This effect is called “hyperfine coupling depolarization” and has been discussed extensively in the past. 40–42

4 Conclusion and outlook

We have studied the stereodynamics of CO + Ar inelastic scattering at a mean collision energy of 700 cm⁻¹ using VUV REMPI detection. We have reported experimental measurements of the state-to-state DCSSs and scattering angle-dependent rotational angular momentum alignment moments for CO products scattered into a range of final \( j' \) states. This shows that our analysis method for extraction of polarization dependent differential cross sections (PDDCSs) directly from the experimental data works quite well for CO + Ar collisions. The obtained DCSSs and alignment moments display very good agreement with theory predictions by CC QM and QCT calculations. While the rapid diffraction oscillation structures due to quantum mechanical interference in the forward scattering region cannot be predicted by QCT calculations, the QCT predicted results of DCSSs and alignment moments closely follow those from CC QM predictions; both sets of calculations well reproduce the features observed in measurements including the shapes, peak locations and amplitude. These indicate the good accuracy of the potentials within the energy region sampled in this experiment and the reliability of QCT calculations for stereodynamics of inelastic scattering involving CO for the studied collision energy. In another test, QCT calculations for CO + He inelastic scattering at a collision energy of ~840 cm⁻¹ were performed as well and the results were compared with the experimental measurements using our VUV REMPI detection scheme, and with the corresponding CC QM calculations. Very good agreement between QCT and CC QM predictions was found again, and both of them agree with the experiment.

In general, the observed trends of \( A_2^{(2)}(\theta) \) moments for CO + Ar are quite similar to those reported for the NO + Ar system, and are in quantitative agreement with the intuitive predictions of “propeller” versus ‘frisbee’ motion provided by the classical kinetic apse (KA) model. However, a substantial discrepancy can be seen between the KA model predictions and the experimental, CC QM, and QCT predictions for all the final states, implying that the intermolecular interaction between CO and Ar cannot be characterized as purely repulsive for these collisions.

The experimental CO + Ar PDDCSs are more reliable than those from the previous CO + He study, which reflects the larger cross sections and more favorable kinematics for Ar compared to He scattering. The direct analysis method relies on integration along a stripe through the plane of the 2-D crushed image and thus partial slicing should be avoided. This is possible for inelastic scattering images which (even for CO + Ar) are still relatively small. We are currently testing a direct analysis adapted for partial slicing using CO images from the photodissociation of OCS and CO₂ around 154 nm using our VUV REMPI detection method.
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